This note is a continuation of the preceding article [l]. The notation and terminology employed there will be used here.
ments a,b,a',b' EQ such that aRbçzS and a'Sb'QR. This relation is reflexive, symmetric, transitive, and we write P ~ S (thereby suppressing Q).
The main result of [l] states that if R is an order in Q, then for a suitable choice of a complete set M = jey| i,j = 1, • • -,n \ of matrix units of Q, if D denotes the centralizer of M in Q, then there exists a subring F of P = P n D suchthat (1) F is a right order in D, and (2) R^Fn = X^-i-Fey. Furthermore, we indicated by example that R itself is not necessarily of the form Kn, where K is an integral domain, even when P possesses an identity element.
The main result of the present article states, in the notation of the paragraph above, that if R is a right order of Q, then P ~ P", and, in fact, there exists a right order U of D such that P ~ Un and UnçzR (cf. Theorem 1). Under the additional hypothesis that R is a simple ring with identity, we show that P ~ U'2, and U2 (resp. Ul) is a simple ring. (5) If Q^uE U, then R[u~l] = P'n, where P' = P^1}.
Proof. (1) If u E U = B O P, then MuQR (since u E B) and uM = Mu (since uED). Thus uEA, that is, <7çAnP-Similarly AnPÇfJ, so U = A OP-Since B (resp. A) is a right (resp. left) ideal of P, U is a (right and left) ideal of P.
(2) Let // = PnA, and let T=BA. Since e^BczB (resp. Ae,yÇA), If 0 ?i u E U, then uP C P, so that uPu c PA ç fj" e P".
But Í7 is an ideal of P, so u2P ç U2, and therefore u3PM Ç u2(P") = (u2P)n ç Ul c Í7n ç Pn.
Conversely, u2(Pn) = (u2P)"efJ2ç(7neP.
Since u^EQ, the proof of (4) is complete. (5) From the proof of (4) we have that uRu ç Pn, so clearly P cz P'n, and %"']CP;.
Conversely since MuQR, then MçPu"1 ç Pfu"1].
Since PCP, it follows that P'= P[u_1] (1) B, A,BA = T, and U2 are all simple rings.
(2) T=i72.
(3) If 0 9^uE U2, then P' = P[u_1] and P'n are simple rings.
Proof. Let / be a nonzero ideal of T = BA. Then 73 (PA)/(PA) = P(A7P)A.
Since A r\B~^U contains a regular element, clearly AIB^O. Thus, simplicity of P forces R = AIB. Therefore I 3 PPA 3 BA, so PA is simple.
Already we have seen that so simplicity of U2 follows from that of T. If 0 ¿¿ u E U2, and if 7 is a nonzero ideal of P' = P[u_1], then ID U2 is a nonzero ideal of U2 (since U2 is a right order in D). Thus simplicity of U2 implies that /3Í/2.
Since u G 7 is invertible in P' = P[u~l], then 7 = P', so P' (also P'n) is simple.
Next we show that B (resp. A) is simple. Let 7 be a nonzero ideal of B (resp. A). If 0 j¿u G t/, then u3Iu * 0 and u3Iu QU¡= T by the proof of (4) of Theorem 1. Since u G P (resp. u G A), it follows that u37u Ç T Pi 7, so T H 7 is a nonzero ideal of T. Simplicity of T forces 7 3 T. Then 73PAP (resp. 73 APA). Since AP = P, then /3P (resp. 7 3 A),
proving that P (resp. A) is simple.
Corollary.
Under the hypotheses of the theorem, R = Pn if and only if P is a simple ring.
Proof. The necessity is well known. Conversely if P is simple, then P = U by (1) of Theorem 1. Consequently, 1EUQB, so M = Ml C R, and it follows that R = Pn (since P = P H D).
Let R be a right order of Q = Dn, and assume that R is a simple ring with identity element. (1) If z is an element of Q such that Rz QzR, then z is invertible in Q and z,z~l ER-(2) R contains the center of Q.
Proof. (1) Since P is a right order of Q, I = zR n R * 0. Thus 7 is a nonzero right ideal of P, and the relation RzQzR implies that 7 is an ideal of P. Since P is simple, I = R, sozfi^ P. It follows that z is not a left zero divisor in Q, and since Q is left artinian, we conclude that z1 EQSince R^z ~lR, then z~lER-Now simplicity of P implies that Rz^R, the ideal of P generated by z~\ equals P. Since z~lR Ç fiz"1, we obtain that P = Pz-'PçPz-'çP, that is, that Rz1 = R. Thus, (rV^zGfi, proving (1) . (2) is an immediate consequence.
